Bop feels bad because the family dog died last night. Bip doesn’t care, and only wants to talk about the soccer game.

Being supportive is part of relationships.
Poke 3 holes in the paper with the pencil and add one rock

Bip calls because practice went a little long and is going to be late.......Bop gets mad and says “I’m not going to wait...I wait all the time!”

Aggressive behavior, and accusations...
Add 5 drops of waters and a rock

Bip and Bop has decided not to have sex because they aren’t ready, and haven’t known each other very long.

Mutual decision to postpone/abstain from sex.
Take off 2 rocks

Bip admits over-reacting about Bip not being able to come over this weekend.

Admitting mistakes is good for relationships....
Take off one rock

Bip introduces Bip to all the crowd of friends at the game to help them feel more comfortable with each other.

Helping friends meet is a healthy action....
Take off one rock.
Bip and Bop have an argument with name calling, yelling and hurtful accusations.

*Aggressive behavior is a bad thing....*
*Poke 5 holes in the paper with the pencil*

Bip checks Bop’s text messages and sees they were texting about meeting someone else in secret.

*Violation of privacy and not being honest.....*  
*Add 10 drops of water and poke 4 holes*

Bip lies and says they are out with friends, when they are really out with someone else.

*Telling lies and being secretive...*  
*Add a rock and 5 drops of water.*

Jealousy is a real problem. So much so that Bop doesn’t trust Bip when they aren’t together.

*Jealousy is NOT a sign of love. It is manipulative and shows insecurity.*  
*Add 5 drops of water and a rock.*

At school, there is an argument and Bip pushes Bop against the lockers and walks away angry.

*Physical abuse = 3 “rocks”, 6 drops of water and 2 holes.*

Bop says: “I don’t want you wearing that to school anymore....it makes others stare at you.”

*Trying to tell someone what to wear or do is controlling and negative.*  
*Add 5 drops of waters and a “rock”.*

Bip is making fun of Bop in front of their friends. It seems more mean that funny.

*This is hurtful, not supportive....*  
*Add a rock and poke 3 holes*

Bop and Bip are at a party and when Bip goes out on the back porch for some fresh air, sees Bop kissing someone else.

*Dishonest, cheating.....*  
*Add 2 rocks and 5 drops of water*